Register No: 920075

Property Id: D-00002989-135
(lot=lot1)

Category: PROBABLE SITE

Location: NONE ESPLANADE HERVEY BAY

Owner: BLUE WATER NOMINEES PTY LTD

Address: NONE ESPLANADE
          HERVEY BAY 4655

Zoning: SPECIAL FACILITIES
Area: 1.61900 ha

Current Use: SERVICE STATIONS
Past Use: SERVICE STATIONS

Contaminants: TYPE

Comments: Amended 23/1/94

Amend prefix from "LP" to "MCH"
BLUE WATER NOMINEES PTY LTD
ESPLANADE
HERVEY BAY
QLD
4655

LA Code: 24
Site Id: 38
Site Name: SERVICE STATION/ESPLANADE
Lot: 135
Plan No: RP2989
Site Address: ESPLANADE
HERVEY BAY
4655